Naviga ng the Shanghai Lockdown
How some companies managed to overcome adverse mes

The China subsidiary of Su ons Interna onal, the UK’s largest
chemical logis cs company specialising in moving chemicals, faced
a severe challenge when Shanghai
went through a two-month lockdown.
For the China subsidiary both their
interna onal business, dependent on
supply chains from overseas, and their
domes c business had a sudden and
poten ally catastrophic shock. They overcame the challenge by
being agile and pro-ac ve, with a high degree of disciplined selforganisa on and a “can do” pro-ac ve a tude. This was supported by an empowering approach to leadership. Whilst other logiscs company eﬀec vely ground to a halt over the lockdown,
Su ons China increased their revenue and market share, taking
revenue away from their less agile, poorly led compe tors.
It was late on the 27 March 2022 when Tommy Hu, the manager of
the domes c logis cs opera on, was no ﬁed that Shanghai would
be going into a short lockdown. He an cipated, however, that this
lockdown would be longer and eﬀec vely stop opera ons due to
drivers and trucks being largely in Shanghai. That very evening he
called a team mee ng on WeChat to discuss what to do. Two opons emerged: wait and see to get further insight, or quickly redeploy all the trucks outside of Shanghai. The la er op on would
incur increased cost. Having heard all the arguments for each, it
was decided to be pro-ac ve and redeploy. Tommy recognised this
would enable them to have the maximum ﬂexibility, instead of
having his drivers locked down at home and his opera ons grounded to a halt. That evening they arranged for a fast re-deployment.
They also contacted key clients to see if they could pre-empt orders, so that as many chemical tanks as possible being moved the
next day could be full rather than empty. In addi on to redeployment ,the satellite depot in Jinshan (2 hours away) had to be drama cally scaled up as, un l then, it had only looked a er a small
amount of volume.
All of this needed the organisa on to quickly change how it operated, with ini a ve being enabled at all levels. The fast decision making, and enablement of fast implementa on, was a good example
of Leadership 4.0, where leadership is a dynamic involving all,

rather than only depending on formal roles, tles or leadership from
the top. Luckily Tommy and some of his key managers had been
trained in such an approach, the CALAgility System of Complex Adapve Leadership (CAL). The CAL approach uniquely blends modern
western Complexity Science with ancient Chinese wisdom. So, for the
Su ons managers this was an easy transi on compared to their compe tors who largely ground to a halt. The situa on was very ﬂuid and
during the early stages even the authori es were not clear on what
needed to be done. It was the drivers on the ground, crossing diﬀerent local authority boundaries, who told the managers what needed
to be done – a good example of Leadership 3.0, with followers taking
the lead and leaders following those they lead.

With the redeployment of drivers and trucks out of Shanghai, and
Jinshan made into a temporary depot, the challenegs were far from
over. To move anything during the period a variety of new issues
needed to be managed. This included arranging special passes needed by drivers moving between diﬀerent areas, enabling daily PCR
covid tests for the drivers, liaising with key clients re the varied covid
measures they had introduced, ensuring families and workers got
enough food delivered to them and providing mental health support
during such pressing mes. All of these issues were delegated with
full decision-making authority to individuals who looked a er them in
addi on to their normal jobs. Meanwhile, the Regional Director
North Asia and Tommy’s boss, Karl Hudson, who was also an alumnus
of the CAL approach, had delegated to Tommy in an eﬀec ve way. He
did not need to be on top of everything like leaders of some of his
compe tors felt they had to do, and only asked to be kept informed
at the usual Heads of Departments weekly mee ng.
With all of the covid related issues having to be managed, albeit in a
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distributed leadership way, the workload tripled. However, no extra staﬀ were taken on and the team adapted to encompass the
new demands. The Tai Chi Tu principles of CAL were well exempliﬁed:

Freedom to act: Individuals were free to take decisions within their
deﬁned boundaries, with authori es delegated to the lowest possible level.

Whilst many of their compe tors saw their opera on grind
to a halt and revenue reduced to zero, Su ons China increased their revenue over the period by 30%.
Su ons China were not the only ﬁrm in Shanghai who had been
exposed to the CALAgility System approach.

Synthomer, a chemical company, had sent their senior leaders to a
workshop to learn how to implement the unique system several
months before the lockdown. A er the lockdown the managers
reported how the CALAgility System had helped them.
A team unifying implicit purpose: it was clear that they key was to
both serve their customers and ensure staﬀ well-being.
Clear individual objec ves: It was clear for each team member
who was responsible for what .

Over half Synthomer managers reported the CALAgility
system helped cope with the lockdown opera onally and/
or improved the work/life balance and/or reduced stress
and/or increased team produc vity

A few simple rules: “Be pro-ac ve”, “Communicate frequently”
and ”Take responsibility and authority” helped ensure focus
Skill/will: The key management had be trained in the Complex
Adap ve Leadership approach so found it easy to adapt quickly.
Ambiguity tolerance: There was a high degree of ambiguity and
uncertainty especially when, for example, at ﬁrst even the local
authori es did not know how to advise companies.
Clear feedback and transparency: Frequent communica on and
feedback ensured all were fully aware.
Deﬁned boundaries: The myriad of covid related issues were disaggregated with clear responsibili es.
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